Tablet Security Forklift Mounting Kit
with Universal Mounting Plates & Adjustable Holder
For 7-14” Tablets

PAD-TSFK

Tablet Security Forklift Mounting Kit
with Universal Mounting Plates & Adjustable Holder
Perfect for commercial and industrial vehicles alike, this heavy-duty combination
protects your tablet from theft while compatible with forklifts, trucks and others.
The sturdy mount base installs easily via a standard AMPS pattern, supporting a
heavy-duty carbon fiber support arm. At both the top and bottom ends of this
arm are tension-adjusting ball socket joints to give you an enormous range of
angle options, plus the means for portrait and landscape display orientations.
Your tablet is protected inside the unique slide-adjustable tablet holder with
powerful lock and key security. The open style holder design allows full access
to your tablet’s ports, buttons and headphone jack for card reader compatibility.
Tablet computers have secured their roles in even the most hands-on industries,
and CTA’s Universal Tablet Security Forklift Mounting Kit is here to help smooth
their integration. With a wide variety of holes and mounting positions, this sturdy
steel plate is full of holes from 50mm to 150mm wide, and is compatible with
VESA mounts from 75mm to 200mm. It also includes a complete set of mounting
hardware that allows you to firmly fix it to any steel beams or other load-bearing
structure inside your forklift, tractor, or other piece of industrial machinery.

Easily adjusts for
horizontal or
vertical views

Features:
•Powerful lock and key security
•Two ball socket joints for angle adjustment
•Heavy-duty carbon fiber support arm
•Unique corner-grip holder allows access to all ports,
buttons and jacks
•Perfect for passenger or commercial vehicles, like
taxis, delivery trucks, emergency vehicles, and more
•Mounting Plates Compatible with: AMPS / 50 x 50mm
holes / 60 x 60mm holes / VESA (75-170) x 75mm
holes / 90/180 x 90mm holes / VESA (100-200) x
100mm holes / 120 x 120mm holes / (750225) x
150mm holes
•Security Holder Compatible with 7-14-inch tablets,
including Apple iPad 10.2-inch (7th Generation), iPad
Air 3, iPad mini 5, 12.9-inch iPad Pro, 11-inch iPad
Pro, iPad Gen 6, iPad Pro 12.9, iPad mini, iPad Air,
Surface Pro 4, Galaxy Tab S3, and more

Specifications:
•Weight: 3.8 lbs
•Plate Dimensions: 250mm x 180mm x 5mm
•Holder/Arm Dimensions: 9” x 9” x 3”
•Arm Length: 6”
•Arm Base Dimensions: 2.25 x 2.25”

Package includes:

(2) Mounting Plates
(1) Set of Universal Mounting Hardware
(1) Mounting base
(1) Carbon fiber arm
(1) Tablet holder
(2) Keys
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Ball Sockets
for Flexibility in
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Unique Corner Grip
allows for Accessibility
to all Ports
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Wide Range of VESA
Patterns on Plate
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